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The Honda Integra , marketed in North America as the Acura Integra , is an automobile
produced by Japanese automobile manufacturer Honda from to It succeeded the Honda Quint
as a more luxurious and sport-oriented derivative of the Civic. The Integra Type R is widely
regarded as one of the best front-wheel-drive cars of all time. Car and Driver magazine named
the Integra to its annual Ten Best list six times: in , , and through The GS-R model was called
out specifically in and This vehicle debuted in Japan in February as the Honda Quint Integra,
available only at Honda's Japanese dealership sales channel Honda Verno before going on sale
a year later in North America as part of the then-new luxury Acura lineup. The three-door
hatchback was the only model available originally, with a five-door arriving in October The
four-door saloon bodystyle became available in Japan in the autumn of The engine was the
vehicle's most publicized feature, as DOHC, multi-valve engines were not commonplace in
entry-level models at the time. In most European countries, only the five-door liftback was
offered, as a replacement for the Honda Quint. Typically for European Integras, only the 1. The
five-door liftback model was also sold in Australia rebadged as the Rover i. Except for in Britain,
Honda did not offer the more powerful 1. The ZC engine was also shared with the Honda
Concerto , which was sold at newly established Japanese dealership sales channel called
Honda Clio , which sold luxury oriented products like the Honda Legend. Vehicles installed with
a carburetor earned Compared to the US, the European Integra was aimed downmarket and
generally lacked equipment, with neither trim level LX or EX offering painted bumpers, central
locking, power windows, nor air conditioning, even though a small number of fully equipped,
left-hand drive fuel-injected Integras were sold in the Netherlands. The Integra EX16 did offer a
sunroof, painted bumpers, a rear spoiler and Hi-Fi stereo equipment, but neither electric
windows, central locking nor air conditioning were available. This was considered as a
drawback to its European competitors such as the Peugeot 1. The first Integra never became as
popular in Europe as it did in the US, but was praised by most motor magazines for its styling
and overall road performance. The styling reflected the popularity of Honda's performance
coupe, the Honda Verno sports coupe companion Honda Prelude , with the Integra offering a
coupe for added cargo accommodation, and a slightly smaller appearance to the larger Honda
Vigor. Just like the Prelude and the Vigor of that period, the Integra featured sleek, sporty
pop-up headlights, like its Japanese dealership Honda Verno stablemates, with the CRX
adopting semi-concealed doors over the headlights. Nearly , units were sold during the
four-year run of the first-generation model, most of them in the United States. The first
generation Acura Integras actually came with two different engines. Although they shared the
same engine code D16A1 , there were a few differences. The engine differed in the years to and
to The two engines are commonly called the "Browntop" and "Blacktop" due to the color of
their valve covers. The "browntop" came in and Integras while the "blacktop" came in and
models. The improvements in the "blacktop" engine included lighter rods, domed pistons for
slightly higher compression, and an electric advance distributor the "browntop" came with a
vacuum advance distributor. The and Integras also got a minor facelift, featuring slightly
reshaped indicator lights, an improved climate control system and an update of the instrument
clocks. In Europe, the discontinued Integra five-door Liftback was discontinued in October
following the launch of the Rover-based Honda Concerto. This was the only generation to offer
3-, 4-, and 5-door models. Production of the 5-door hatchback ceased in The RSi was the base
model with a lighter weight thanks to wind-up windows, no rear spoiler and few options. All
vehicles sold in Japan had their width dimensions slightly reduced so as to be in compliance
with Japanese government regulations concerning exterior dimensions so that the car would be
officially recognized as a "compact" and not incur yearly taxes for being wider. In October , the
range received a mild facelift. At the same time, a 1. This generation saw the discontinuation of
the five-door hatchback, and the first availability of a four-door sedan outside Japan. The new
hardtop bodystyle reflected a popular trend in Japan of offering an entry level sedan, such as
the Civic-based platform the Integra used, in a reduced height four-door hardtop. The sedan
was only styled to look like a hardtop. The vehicle retained the B-pillar, while the doors were
constructed without window frames. This styling carried over to the third generation sedan, and
shared visual similarities to the Honda Verno larger companion, the Honda Vigor. In North
America, the Integra was sold under the Acura nameplate. Model choices consisted of a 3-door
hatchback and a new 4-door sedan. All trim levels were available with a 5-speed manual or
4-speed automatic transmission except for the GS-R which was only offered in a 5 speed
manual with shorter gearing than other trim levels. For the and model years, Acura offered a
GS-R model. The GS-R hatchback came only with a 5-speed manual transmission and 1. The
GS-R model is rare with less than 5, of the â€” model years Acura Integra GS-R were produced
for North America, this is confirmed by the vehicle identification number sequence of these
cars. Using this information, the production numbers of the GS-R via vehicle history reports are

determined. Honda debuted the third generation model in in Japan at Honda Verno locations. It
had an unusual four headlight front end design which was dubbed "spider eyes" by some
enthusiasts. In the U. The four headlight front end design, or "bug eye" headlights, proved
unpopular in Japan, so all JDM Integras were given a minor facelift in with more conventional
elongated flat headlights and a revised front bumper. The top model was relabeled the Integra
SiR. This generation Integra was generally not available in Europe, although some markets such
as Greece did receive this model. Dealer-installed options for the third generation Integra
included: security system, 15" alloy wheels, trunk mat, splash guards, fog lights, rear wing
spoiler, sunroof Hatchback only , CD changer, leather seats, leather shift knob and leather
steering wheel. RS : Regular Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan. There was no
sedan available in Model dropped in Standard features were a cassette player, rear window
defroster, and tilt steering wheel. Cassette player replaced with CD player in LS : Luxury Sport,
was available in both Hatchback and seden a leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. SE
: Special Edition, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from The trim was only
available in and model years until they were changed to be named the GS in From the LS, it
added leather seats, alloy wheels on all years, and a rear wing spoiler optional. GS : Grand
Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from Same standard features as the
SE. Including rear spoiler. Same standard features as the GS minus the leather seats. However,
leather seats ended up becoming a standard feature on the GS-R starting in Automatic
transmission is an option in certain markets for this car. The result was a capable sports
hatchback which was acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide. Gear ratios for the final
drive were higher, making 1st to 3rd gears closer, while 4th and 5th were longer to maintain the
'96 Spec cruising comfort. The engine power remained the same, but use of a new 4â€”1 long
tube header brought torque lower down to 6, rpm. A final trim version offered in mid onwards
for the JDM market known as the "Type Rx" came factory fitted with motorized folding mirrors,
dashboard clock, blue-hue carbon trim interiors, and an audio system as part of the standard
package. In Japan, the Integra is revered as one of the best sports cars of the '90s. It has been
acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide, including Evo magazine , which named the Type
R 'the greatest front-wheel-drive performance car ever', and TheAutoChannel. The Integra Type
R is considered a modern classic and prices have steadily risen. The third generation also saw
the production of a four-wheel drive option. It originated from the Honda Domani , another
derivative of this vehicle sold at Honda Clio locations. It was made from to , and used the cc
D15B engine. Honda's press material of the time indicated that the SJ was intended to provide a
"formal sedan" for the Integra range; another reason may have been to sell Ferios using a more
sporting model name at Honda Verno dealerships in Japan, as was the case with the Nissan
Laurel Spirit. This followed Isuzu's practice of selling Honda models as Isuzus which started
with the Gemini ; with Honda also selling Isuzu's sport utility vehicles in Japan and North
America some as Acuras in the latter market , and pickup trucks in Thailand. In , CCC
Information Services named the Integra as the most stolen car in the United States, with the
model year of the car listed as the third-most stolen model for that year. The fourth generation
Integra was introduced in Japan on April 13, and produced from July to July It also had an
entirely new engine, the K-series. In March , Honda announced that the Integra would be
discontinued in June after its final cars were sold, due to the shrinkage of the coupe market.
The reaction of the consumers towards the discontinuation, however, forced Honda to extend
production until July and produce more Integras. Also, the introduction of the similarly powerful
and less expensive model-year Honda Civic Si was there to fill in the gap left by the RSX. The
Integra Type R comes equipped with Recaro seats, four-piston Brembo front brakes, a close
ratio six-speed manual transmission, a limited-slip differential, variable back-pressure exhaust
system, and a stiffer suspension. In and , the Integra won two consecutive IMSA International
Sedan series manufacturers' championships, while Parker Johnstone won drivers'
championship in the same years driving the Integra. The BTC-T version of the Integra was very
successful in the British Touring Car Championship , winning 27 races and becoming the
champion in and , despite being only entered by privateer teams. The first car is a red model
driven by Edwin, played by Ja Rule. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
the automobile. For other uses, see Honda Integra disambiguation. This article has multiple
issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to
remove these template messages. This article relies too much on references to primary
sources. Please improve this by adding secondary or tertiary sources. October Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Some of this article's listed sources may not be
reliable. Please help this article by looking for better, more reliable sources. Unreliable citations
may be challenged or deleted. February Learn how and when to remove this template message.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding

citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. Main article: Honda Integra DC5. Retrieved 22 February The Telegraph. Retrieved
Automobil Revue in German and French. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag AG. Japan: Honda.
Retrieved 9 February Japan: Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association. The Asahi Shimbun.
Archived from the original on 26 March Generation 2 Integra Club. Retrieved 1 January
Retrieved 24 May The Drive. NBC News. USA Today. Honda Newsroom. US: Honda. June
Archived from the original PDF on 5 September Retrieved 2 November Honda Motor Company.
American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Acura , a
division of Honda , road car timeline, â€”present. Hidden categories: CS1 German-language
sources de CS1 French-language sources fr CS1 uses Japanese-language script ja All articles
with vague or ambiguous time Vague or ambiguous time from February CS1 Japanese-language
sources ja Articles lacking reliable references from October All articles lacking reliable
references Articles lacking reliable references from February Articles needing additional
references from September All articles needing additional references Articles with multiple
maintenance issues Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata
All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from September
Articles containing Japanese-language text Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Suzuka Plant , Suzuka,
Mie , Japan. Front-engine, front-wheel drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda
Integra. Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB.
Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra
Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type
R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact
crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV.
Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC.
Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van.
Subcompact executive car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Full-size luxury car. Personal
luxury car. Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Vehicles exclusive to China. Vehicles exclusive to the
United States. Originally, it was a badge engineered version of the Isuzu Rodeo , a mid-size SUV
sold between and It was introduced in for the model year as Honda's first entry into the growing
SUV market of the s in the United States. This arrangement was convenient for both companies,
as Isuzu discontinued passenger car production in after a corporate restructuring, and Honda
was in desperate need of an SUV, a segment that was growing in popularity in North America as
well as Japan during the s. The partnership ended in with the discontinuation of the Passport in
favor of the Honda-engineered Pilot. It is built at Honda's factory in Lincoln, Alabama , and
available for the model year. Others had a Dana built "Spicer 44" rear axle. For the second
generation model, two trim levels were offered: LX and upscale EX. EX had the spare tire below
the cargo area and LX mounted in a swing carrier at rear. An optional CD changer was provided
by the dealer. In , a recall was issued for affected Rodeo and Passport for frames with severe
rust issues. The third generation Passport was unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show on
November 27, , with retail sales starting in February Unlike previous generations, it was
designed in the US and is manufactured in Lincoln, Alabama. All trim levels includes Bluetooth
for both hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , the Honda Sensing suite of
driver assistance technologies, the Honda LaneWatch camera system including a rearview
backup camera system , keyless access with push-button start, air conditioning , alloy wheels,
and power windows, door locks, and mirrors. Most trim levels also include remote start, a
HondaLink touchscreen infotainment system with SiriusXM Satellite Radio , HD Radio , with
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, leather-trimmed seating surfaces with
heated front seats, power front seats, a power sunroof, dual-zone electronic climate controls,
and an audio system with a subwoofer. For the model year, all trims now come with the 8-inch
touchscreen and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto as standard equipment. A two-speed transfer
case is not available. Ground clearance is 7. Two rows of seats provide room for five
passengers. There is 41 cubic feet of storage behind the rear seat, which increases to 78 cubic
feet with the rear seat folded. The advertisement featured a Passport, called the "Past-Port",
with a first-generation Passport's interior, touting features that were popular in the mid-to-lates,
including automatic power windows, an audio system with cassette player and cassette adapter
and pager holder. The advertisement features an actor wearing s-era clothing, and holding a
Motorola cellular phone. Viewers of the advertisement could also call a special toll free number,
PAST-PORT , where they would be greeted by a voice message from Fred Savage , and could
then leave a voicemail on Honda's microcassette answering machine explaining why they would
like to own a Past-Port. The advertisement is no longer viewable on Honda's YouTube channel

as of May , and the toll free number is no longer in service. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article is about the SUV. For the motorcycle, see Honda Super Cub. Motor
vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive â€” Front-engine, front-wheel-drive â€”present
Front-engine, four-wheel-drive â€”present. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front-engine,
four-wheel-drive. Isuzu Rodeo Isuzu Axiom. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine,
four-wheel-drive. Retrieved 1 April Archived from the original on Retrieved Car and Driver.
Consumer Guide Auto. The Crittenden Automotive Library. Retrieved 22 February The Car
Connection. Lemon-Aid New Cars and Trucks Automotive News. Honda Automobiles. Honda
road car timeline, North American market, sâ€”present. Honda Motor Company. American
Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda
vehicles Mid-size sport utility vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles
Crossover sport utility vehicles Off-road vehicles Motor vehicles manufactured in the United
States Cars introduced in s cars s cars. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category
link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. December [1] [2] â€” present. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda
Passport. Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ.
Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic
Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type
R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact
crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6.
Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB.
Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic
Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Accord Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive
to Southern California available for leasing purposes only. The best way to think of the Honda
Passport is a Honda Pilot without the third row of seats. It's a bit easier to maneuver than the
Pilot and offers more interior space than the smaller Honda CR-V. With both the Pilot and CR-V
holding very favorable spots in their respective classes, it's no surprise the Passport is also a
great pick. However, the scoring is pretty close. Check out our in-depth Expert Rating to help
you decide if the Passport is for you. Edmunds tested a Passport for a year and more than 20,
miles. We liked it for its long-distance comfort and convenience features, but were unimpressed
with the infotainment system and advanced safety feature tuning. For more about our
experience with the Passport, check out our long-term test logbook. Note that we tested a
model, but the Passport is largely unchanged, so our observations still apply. Powering all of
these is a 3. Front-wheel drive is standard; all-wheel drive is available as an option and included
with the Elite trim. The base Sport model starts the features list with:. Like Goldilocks, I wanted
a vehicle that was "just right". One in which I could fit a lot of gear in a coverable cargo area.
Three row vehicles have small coverable areas and once the 3rd row is dropped, the area isn't
fully. Our Mazda CX-5 is terrific, but it doesn't easily accommodate multiple sets of golf clubs
plus luggage. Ruled out the Edge because of bad memories of prior Fords and lousy resale
value. Drove the Outback, and I preferred the driving experience of the Mazda 3 hatchback I was
trading in. Then drove the Passport and never bothered with the Santa Fe, which requires a big
step in cost to get an engine with sufficient power. The Passport EX-L has everything we
wanted and more in terms of options. The front seats are super-comfortable; rear seats have
some adjustability and flip down with the touch of a button. The engine in Normal mode is
highly responsive, throwing me back in the seat when I tromped on the gas at 50mph. Ride is
exceptional, and it is very quiet. All the tech bells and whistles come with it, and the interface is
intuitive. Push-button transmission takes some getting used to but works great. Cargo space
behind the rear seats provides room for 4 sets of golf clubs - and then some. Overall MPG is 23
on recommended unleaded, mostly rural roads mph. It's a big vehicle, but not unwieldy, as it fits
into normal parking places. It has all wheel drive and a V6 engine. The quality of the build is
impressive - leather surfaces; high-grade plastics, heated seats and TONS of room. This car is
superb. Great handling and comfort. Perfect size if you want a mid-size SUV without a third seat.
Only concern is the transmission which shifts at strange times. Love it great suv with lots of
room and space for a second row one. And nice power from the v6 Vetec engine. Write a review.
See all 15 reviews. SUVs are the most popular vehicles on the road today, and they come in all
shapes and sizes. With so many models to choose from, it can be a little overwhelming trying to
find the perfect SUV for you and your lifestyle. There's a ton of diversity among SUVs which can
make finding the right one for you a challenge. So in this video, we've broken down the major
size and price categories for SUVs and we'll give you the recommendation for the best in each
class for most buyers. Now, we're basing these recommendations on everything we've

evaluated up to the point of the production of this video. Every vehicle listed here has gone
through our extensive rating process where we perform a standardized road loop evaluation
and performance testing, our rating process is one of the most thorough and regimented in the
business. You can find more by clicking the links below to visit Edmunds. And you can also get
a cash offer on your car by visiting Edmunds. Again, that's Edmunds. Extra small or
subcompact SUVs are the smallest and least expensive crossovers-- as they're often called-that you can buy. You get the benefits of an elevated driving position with the small exterior size
for the feel of added maneuverability. Now, cost cutting is sometimes apparent. But top trim
levels can feel surprisingly upscale. Our team's favorite is the Mazda CX It looks sharp and has
an abundance of standard technology and safety features that help offset its slightly higher
starting price. On the downside, its fuel economy is a little behind the curve, but by such a small
margin that it doesn't really matter. Also, total storage space trails others in this group. So why
is it our pick? Well, for starters, our team really liked how it drives, from the feel of the steering
to the comfortable ride. Then there's those features, from useful and standard advanced driver
aids like adaptive cruise control to good phone integration all around. Lastly, the experience
inside and out feels richer than the price would suggest, making it seem like you're getting a lot
more for your money. Another option worth looking at is the Hyundai Kona. I point this out
because on Edmunds it's nearly tied with the Mazda for first place. The Kona costs a bit less
and that difference is attributable to the interior that doesn't look and feel as nice as the Mazda
and a slightly more clunky drive train, in particular the shift from the optional turbo engine and
transmission combo are particularly unrefined. Otherwise, it's similarly sized inside and the
tech and features are also strong so it's worth a look. Extra small luxury SUV get you a
prestigious badge at an affordable price. You always get luxury-grade comfort and
performance-- remember that price thing-- but a few gems really stand out. We think the boxy
shape looks kind of cool. And it makes for a spacious interior for people and cargo. Better yet, it
comes with our team's favorite entertainment system among luxury cars, if not all cars out there
for sale right now. The NBUX entertainment system is really powerful so it can feel a little
overwhelming at first. But its broad capabilities and voice recognition are unmatched outside of
anything you'd find other than your phone. But hey, you can use that too. As far as other
features go, well, it's a Mercedes, so there are a ton of options to choose from. I mean, you can
even get massaging seats. But that also means the price can jump considerably as you tack
those options on. So keep that in mind. Small or compact SUV these are among the most
popular out there because they balance an exterior and interior size really well. You get a lot of
space without taking up much yourself. Now, these are essentially the new compact family
sedans and it's easy to see why. The Honda CRV has long been our favorite in this group. We
even bought one for our own long-term test and had about 50, miles on it before we sold it. The
CRVs best attribute is not just its interior size but the cleverness of that space. It's massive. But
it also has a number of useful configurations like an adjustable load floor in the rear and a really
trick center armrest. It's the kind of stuff that a family can really find usable. All that being said,
there are a few annoyances like the entertainment system and particularly aggressive warning
alerts from some of the safety features. But the overall driving experience price and fuel
economy make the CRV a really easy recommendation. We should also point out the Mazda CX5
because it's actually tied for first place in our rankings. It's not as usable as the CRV in terms of
interior space. But it's a bit nicer to drive and it feels far more premium inside. So if you don't
need the space and don't mind paying a touch more for a bit more luxury, the CX5 is definitely
worth considering. Now let's talk about three-row SUV cars in this size category. They may
seem like a good idea at first. But we have to warn you that the existence of a third row in a
compact SUV can make for a really cramped experience. It takes up cargo volume itself, that
third row. And the seat is usually pretty small. If it's all you can afford, well, here's what you
should consider. We like the Kia Sorento because it straddles the exterior size and price
between compact and midsize SUV. And it finds a sweet spot in the process. Our evaluators
gave the Sorento high marks for ride quality, interior comfort, and an intuitive, though far from
fancy, entertainment system. You also get decent storage, a third row row, obviously, and a
lengthy warranty. It all makes a great pick for a three-row compact SUV. Here's where luxury
SUVs come into their stride. There are a lot of options here with wide ranges and capability.
Most anything you find here will have a comfortable ride, nice interior materials, and good
performance too. Our favorite is the Mercedes Benz GLC, which delivers a luxury experience
you'd expect regardless of the style you choose it in and what styles there are. There are four
cylinder and hybrid versions if you care about fuel economy. And there are horsepower turbo
V8s if you simply want to go fast. And there's a bunch of stuff in between too. The available
MBUX entertainment system is, again, among our team's favorites for its capability voice
recognition and phone integration. And the right is comfortable and the interior is, of course,

luxurious. Now, cargo capacity isn't as strong as some others so if you need more space, you
can look elsewhere. But as for everything else, it's hard to beat what the GLC delivers. Now, you
can make an argument that the Tesla Model Y falls into this category. We're making broad
recommendations here, so for the Tesla, I'll say this. If your local infrastructure supports your
charging needs and you are interested in EVs, the Model Y is worth strong consideration. For
more info, read our ownership report on the one we bought to see if it's right for you. We do this
because there are shoppers out there who don't want a third row even though they want an SUV
of around this size. It really is the stand out. I mean, no buts about it. It has all the features
space and capability but it also has a design and approach to materials that make it seem like a
luxury vehicle. There are also some really thoughtful touches inside like the location of the USB
ports on the seat-back sides for the rear passengers to access. And there are some really
helpful technology items in there, too, like an extensive exterior camera system. As for the
downsides, well, it can't tow as much as others like the Ford Explorer, for example. And as in
the time of this recording, they're actually really hard to find on dealer lots. But on balance and
for the money, there are few more appealing ways to move seven or eight people than the Kia
Telluride. Our testing team found it to be highly versatile and with some athleticism, too, from
its V6, but also a comfortable driving SUV with tons of passenger and cargo space, not to
mention a welcome assortment of standard features too. We also ran one in our long term fleet
for a year so check the links below to see more about what it was like to actually own one of
these vehicles. If you want something more specialized like for towing or off-road, there are
better options, of course. But the Passport is a solid all-a-rounder that like the smaller Honda
CRV, makes for an easy recommendation to most shoppers. Midsize luxury SUVs generally take
the qualities of a standard midsize SUV like towing space and room for cargo and passengers,
but add to it the latest in technology, power, and, of course, high-end premium furnishings
inside and out. You'll also see some of these SUVs available as coupes. Now, these generally
are the same as the standard versions or the non-coupe versions. But they have more stylized
roof lines that sacrifice some practicality for style. Of the two row SUVs, well, are you tired of
Mercedes dominating the recommendations? Too bad. Our top pick in this category is the
Mercedes GLE which was redesigned for Like this smaller GLC, the GLE comes in a wide variety
of styles, and trim levels, and engines, frankly, too many to list here. But our highlights across
all the versions are an extremely powerful entertainment system and an interior that's
comfortable, spacious, functional, and quiet. Now, the GLS price can jump considerably when
you start playing around the options. But, hey, these are luxury SUVs. And in the case of the
Benz, our team truly believes that you get what you pay for. Now, if you want the standard,
third-row, no options required, check out the Audi Q7. Obviously, it's going to come up a little
bit short in terms of cargo space because of the existence of that third row. But the overall
package is strong. Our team said the Audi's mix of performance, comfort, and technology, and
value is hard to beat. And we also gave it high marks to the interior and the way the Q7 drives.
Here we get the classic utility vehicle, the family trucksters, the Canyonero. These rigs have
super-size capability and space. They can haul a big family, that family stuff, you know, the
family's boat or the horse too. I don't know. If you need maximum versatility, this is what these
big rigs deliver. Our current top pick is the Ford Expedition, which marries excellent design with
a capable truck-based platform. It can seat up to eight and tow more than 9, pounds depending
on the configuration, and inside, the Expedition can be outfitted with all the features and toys
you'd expect from a luxury vehicle. If you need more space, the Expedition Max takes the
standard expeditions strengths and adds to it nine inches of length. If you absolutely need the
most space possible, here's your answer. Before finishing this recommendation, though, I have
to point out that Chevy's just put out a new Suburban and Tahoe. We haven't performed a full
evaluation on those vehicles yet. But keep up to date with our recommendations at Edmunds.
Now here's where things start to get a little silly when it comes to opulence. These SUVs have
tremendous road presence due to a combination of size, design, and power. These behemoths
are as functional as they are impressive. Not many vehicles out there offer quilted leather
upholstery and massaging seats along with 7, pound tow ratings, and upwards of horsepower,
and seating for seven. What can we say? This is a fancy people and gear hauler that takes all
the luxury elements our team likes from Mercedes and adds to them a cushy ride, and
remarkable performance, and a cavernous interior. It looks great too. You're paying a lot for this
kind of SUV so your expectations should be mighty high. A good thing, our team says the GLS
might just be one of the most well-rounded vehicles on sale today. That wraps up our SUV
recommendations for and Be sure to click on the links below for more information and be sure
to like, comment, and subscribe, and, of course, thank you for watching. The Volkswagen Atlas
Cross Sport is as spacious as the Honda Passport and further benefits from sporty handling, a
comfortable ride quality and an intuitive infotainment system. The scores are pretty close, but

the Passport edges it out. The previous model awkwardly straddled the line between wagon and
SUV. Notably, all Venzas are hybrids. The hybrid powertrain gives the Venza a distinct efficiency
advantage over the conventionally powered Passport, and those benefits pile on with standard
all-wheel drive, a luxurious interior and high scores for comfort. The Passport bests it with more
interior space and greater towing capacity. The Hyundai Santa Fe is one of the value leaders in
the class, offering a lot of features for the money and having the most generous warranty
coverage in the industry. Its interior also boasts high-quality materials. The Honda Passport is
more enjoyable to drive, though, with a more responsive engine, a smoother ride quality and
better outward visibility. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Honda
Passport and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Passport 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Passport. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Honda
Passport and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Passport featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Honda Passport. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Honda Honda Passport. Photos Videos 1. Select year - New
- New. Other years. Pros Spacious interior with lots of passenger space Comfortable front seats
Many clever storage compartments Cons Adaptive cruise control is only available over 20 mph
Driver's seat might be positioned a little high for some people What's new All trims now have
the 8-inch touchscreen and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto as standard equipment Part of the
third Passport generation introduced for What's it like to live with? It exudes an athletic
character from both a design and performance standpoint, but it also delivers a comfortable
ride, plenty of cargo space, and decent fuel economy. It also comes with a good number of
standard features, excellent smartphone integration and plentiful interior storage. The Passport
excels in terms of the on-road driving experience. The standard V6 engine delivers punchy
acceleration, and the nine-speed transmission shifts smoothly. The mph run took 6. The
Passport also exhibits better-than-average handling characteristics. Its nicely weighted steering
helps the SUV feel responsive and light in turns. But there is room for improvement. While the
brakes offer a consistent feel and are easy to modulate in routine driving, the pedal exhibits a
bit of squishiness under hard braking. There's also some nosedive that can make sudden stops
feel a touch skittish. The Passport is spacious and comfortable. Though the Passport has a
slightly stiffer ride than the related Honda Pilot, its suspension controls large body motions and
small bumps equally well. The front seats don't have a whole lot of bolstering to them, but
they're wide and provide hours of comfort. The reclining rear seats are also quite comfortable.
We also like the Passport's quiet cabin; there's very little wind and tire noise. The tri-zone
climate control system is effective, as are the heated and ventilated seats which remember your

last setting on vehicle startup. The Passport's cabin is well designed. Head- and legroom are
abundant all around, and three adults can sit in the back with minimal discomfort. The Passport
sits a little higher than competitors, which might hamper entry and exit for shorter passengers,
but the sizable door openings help reduce this difficulty. Outward visibility is excellent in all
directions. The responsive and vibrant touchscreen infotainment system is easy to use. Having
knobs and buttons for other controls and functions is a good thing. The unique
push-button-style shifter saves space but takes some getting used to. The Passport is packed
with most of the modern technology features you'd want. The upgraded audio system â€”
available on Touring and Elite levels â€” sounds great and fills the cabin space well. The
navigation system responds quickly to pinch and swipe gestures for easy map zoom and
rotation. Most of today's advanced safety systems are represented, and almost all are standard.
But not all work seamlessly. The adaptive cruise control system, in particular, is troublesome
because it only works above 20 mph. As such, it's not very useful in bumper-to-bumper traffic.
The Passport's Fold down the rear seats and you'll have Note that due to different measuring
standards, you might also see Honda list The load height, however, is a bit high. As for child
safety seats, there's enough room for the installation of even bulky rear-facing seats. Car seat
anchors are easily accessible. Small-item storage includes large door pockets, a clever space in
the center console, and an abundance of shelves and cubbies throughout the cabin. The AWD
model's 5,pound maximum towing capacity is average for the segment. Front-wheel-drive
models are limited to 3, pounds. On our mile testing route, we averaged about 22 mpg, which is
in line with EPA estimates. The Passport's pricing is typical for the class, but exceptional
materials and assembly quality, a spacious interior, and a comfortable ride make it feel like a
bargain. The cabin's soft-touch plastics on the dash, combined with high-gloss black trim and
matte-finish secondary controls, look and feel good. The panel gaps are small and even. All are
average for the class. It has a great combination of power and comfort, and its handling is
gratifying. The Passport is also the best-looking of the Honda SUV bunch thanks to its more
aggressive fascia and athletic stance. For our money, we pick the Passport in EX-L trim. It adds
a fair amount of convenience features for a reasonable amount of money. The higher trims add
only a handful of items and are rather expensive by comparison. Read more. Find savings on
the Passport for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Passport lease offers. Sponsored
cars related to the Passport. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Just right. Check
your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer
quote? It's standard on all trim levels. Blind-Spot Information System Visually alerts the driver
when vehicles move into blind spots and audibly beeps if the turn signal is activated in that
direction. Parking Sensors Indicates with visual and audible alerts how close the Passport is to
objects during parking. Side Impact Test Good. Honda Passport vs. Volkswagen Atlas Cross
Sport The Volkswagen Atlas Cross Sport is as spacious as the Honda Passport and further
benefits from sporty handling, a comfortable ride quality and an intuitive infotainment system.
People who viewed this also viewed 3. Related Passport Articles. The Edmunds experts tested
the Passport both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about Honda
Passport fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Passport gets an EPA-estimated 21
mpg to 22 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Passport has And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Honda Passport is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's
like to live with the Passport. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews,
and be sure to compare the Passport's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles.
There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Honda Passport is a good car.
Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Passport and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Passport is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Honda Passport, the next question
is, which Passport model is right for you? What do people think of the Honda Passport?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Honda Passport and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a
good price for a New Honda Passport? Which Honda Passports are available in my area? Can't
find a new Honda Passports you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust
Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Honda Passport? Check out Honda lease specials. Sign Up.
Get price. Our verdict. How does the Passport drive? How comfortable is the Passport? How
economical is the Passport? Is the Passport a good value? Read more about how we rate cars.
The Passport begins life as a Pilot, minus six inches of body. The Passport Sport comes with an
8. We give it a 5 for styling. The front end has an unpainted chin that reads like three-day beard

growth. From the side the Pilot family resemblance is unmistakable, but the Passport cuts its
own outline with a thick slash at the tail that connects the roof and fenders. The interior of the
Passport hardly changes from that in the Pilot. That translates into an easy-to-use vehicle
without complicated off-road systems that it might never or rarely use. Leave that to the
Broncos and 4Runners of the world; the Passport just wants to shuttle you to the nearly wild.
The Passport borrows the hp 3. We drove the Passport in Moab and it performed well
nonetheless, without too much jostling. The Passport can tow, though: up to 3, pounds in
front-wheel-drive versions, up to 5, pounds with all-wheel drive. We give it an 8, with points for
five-passenger seating, good rear seats, and a vast cargo hold. Outward vision is fine, and so
are leg and head room. Back-seat riders have it better, though. Wide rear doors, a broad cabin,
and a well-shaped bench seat with With about 41 cubic feet of cargo space the Passport writes
its own ticket to adventure. Fold the seats down and nearly 78 cubic feet of space means you
can bring the tent, the folding chairs, the bonfire material, everything. Honda wraps the
front-seat areas in better materials than it does in the back, where hard plastics rule. Every
Passport also gets adaptive cruise control and active lane control. The EX-L and above add on
blind-spot monitors. The base Honda Passport upgrades its in-car technology that gives it a
point above average for a 6. The EX-L gains a sunroof, a power liftgate, more sound deadening,
power-adjustable and heated front seats, roof rails, and leather upholstery. Passport Elite
crossovers come with cooled front seats, heated front and rear seats, wireless smartphone
charging, and navigation. We give it 4. The problem is, most of its rivals earn higher ratings.
Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! New Cars. By Make. New Accord Civic Clarity. Insight Odyssey Passport.
Pilot Ridgeline. Element Prelude S New By Year. Used By Year. Consumer Reviews. Shopping
for a new Honda Passport? See exclusive deals in your area. See Your Price. Likes Big interior
space Refined highway driver Works fine in moderate off-roading Standard safety gear. The
Honda Passport stamps its own personality from Pilot running gear, with a slight tilt in the
off-road direction. Review continues below. We give it a 6 for performance, with a point above
average for its ride. New Honda Passport for sale near change location. Continue Reading. Rate
and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own.
Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Filter Results reset. Drivetrain AWD
4. FWD 3. Trim EX-L 2. Elite 1. Sport 2. Touring 2. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10?
Compare the Honda Passport against the competition. Used Chevrolet Blazer cars. Used Jeep
Grand Cherokee 2, cars. Used Toyota 4Runner cars. Used Ford Edge 3, cars. Used Subaru
Outback cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
g35 front bumper removal
nissan micra owners manual handbook
ve commodore owners manual download
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

